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AGE -RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLAINS SOUTH OF LAKSHMI 
PLANUM. A.G. Marchenko, Vernadsky Institute, Russian Academy of Science, 
Moscow, 117975 Russia. 

Introduction: This work represents an attempt to recognize the youngest volcanic plains 
south of Lakshrni Planum (within Guinevere and Sedna Planitias). Three kinds of plains were 
identified in this area. They are: 1) plains with wrinkle ridges, 2) plains with no wrinkle ridges, 
which, in turn, can be divided in to two units: 2a) plains with flow-like features embaying plains 
with wrinkle ridges and 2b) smooth plains. The unit 2a is recognized here as the youngest volcanic 
plains, the unit 2b is perhaps the eolian mantles. 

Observations: In the area under study plains with and no wrinkle ridges are recognizable on 
the FMIDR and ClMIDR Magellan images. The wrinkle ridges were formed during a short period 
of time. This is evidence by the extreme rarity of impact craters deformed by the wrinkle ridges 
[4]. They mark the upper limit of deformation age because the next younger units are represented 
by non-deformed lava flows. 

However, the plains with no wrinkle ridges are not necessarily the youngest volcanic ones. 
First, the ridges can be not seen on the most radar-bright lava flows, like on the north of Sedna 
Planitia. Second, on significant part of the area studied, the ridges are evidently masked by a cover 
of eolian material (including the material of radar-dark haloes around impact craters). The layer 
thickness of the eolian deposits in dark parabolas was estimated to be no more than 3 m [2]. This 
thickness may be enougt in cases when the disappearanse of the net of smaller ridges with the 
hundred metres and several kilometrs distanse between the crests can be noticed (as near crater 
Lena, 40N723E). Hovewer, in cases when the ridges several dosen metres hight seem to be buried 
(for example, around craters Lind, 50N7355E; Galina, 47N,307E and Prichard, 44N,12E) the 
thickness of eolian deposits shoued be larger. 

The location of eolian mantles depends on sources of thin material and conditions of it 
transportation. Among the sources of windblown material, Greely et al. [3] point out 
predominantly impact craters ejecta and products of tectonic deformations, elevation-dependent 
weathering reaction [I], and an explosive volcanism. The location of supposed eolian mantles is 
not very important for the exposure of areas of the latest volcanic activity, but eolian deposits can 
mask young lavas. 

The deposits which are surely eolian are apparently not covered by lavas. So the youngest 
units here are thought to be eolian. 

The youngest among the lava flow units were distinguished based on two haracteristics: the 
absence of wrinkle ridges and clear embayement boundary with the wrinkle ridge plains. Plains 
with flow-like features satisfy both conditions and thus are considered to be the youngest volcanic 
plains of this area. 

The youngest volcanic plains occupy the small area on the plains under study. They are 
concentrated at western and eastern parts of area under study. The flows are very rare in the 
central part that is south of Lakshrni Planum (see fig.). 

Conclusions: This observation could imply the volcanic activity stopped south of Laksmi 
Planum earlier or time of deformation there lastid longer than in western and eastern parts of the 
area. 
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